
 

I add a brief summary of the INC conference: 

Almonds Webinar INC (06/01/20) 

Last Monday, June 1st, an INC webinar took place, lasting approximately 1 hour, to discuss 

current issues in the almond sector. This talk included relevant people from the American 

industry (Craig from Campos Brothers and Warren from Blue Diamond), Australian (Paul 

Thompson, Select Harvest) and Spanish (Antonio Pont Jr., Crisol). 

I make a brief summary of the topics covered: 

- INC Informs that defaulters will be withdrawn Membership and will not be able to attend INC 

conferences. 

- Discussion about the credibility of this year's objective prediction of California production. They 

assume that the ministry failed in its methodology last year when there were other estimates 

that year around 2.50 (Subjective 2.50BLB, TerraNova 2.53BLB, Wonderful2.57BLB). They 

therefore doubt their credibility this year. 

- Australia / Spain harvests 

-Australia (103,700T, 2019) (+ 25% in Shipments, increase derived from the US-CHINA trade war 

and the China-Australia free trade agreement) and (106,000T, 2020 Estimate) 

- Spain (90,000T, 2019) (+ 39% in Shipments, growth due to the increase in irrigation in Spain, 

which already represents 50% according to Antonio Pont) and (115,633T, Estimate 2020) 

(Production of organic 15,000T). Antonio Pont, estimates that we return to 2011 prices at the 

new crop price of the Spanish almond, which may affect investors who expected another type 

of profitability for this product. 

Once the almond offer is affected, a debate is generated around the demand. 

- The current low prices have to increase demand. According to Campos Brothers' Craig, what 

happened in other historical periods is repeated, prices from August2015 to August2016 fell in 

NP (40%) CAL SSR (50%) AND STD (51%) And in August2009 and May2010 (NP 29%, CAL SSR 

(28%) and STD 5% (28%). In 2016, after the price decrease of the previous year, there was a 

significant increase in the growth of California shipments (16% and only 6% came from China). 

- Tariff problems with India, China will be solved? How could it affect California's potential? 

Regarding this, total uncertainty, although Warren (Blue Diamond) comments that low prices 

will stimulate demand in China, despite the tariff. 

- The almond will increase the leadership against other nuts in product development. It is said 

that the product developments of almond milk, flour and Snacks grow. Australians comment on 

product introduction of yogurt and almond cheese. Antonio Pont emphasizes that apart from 

the traditional development of milk, nougat and marzipan in Europe, the concept of ‘snack’ for 

almonds is being introduced, and a healthy snack within Europe. 

And, at minute 41 of the talk, COVID 19 arrives, to which they dedicate a brief comment: 

- Australia: They comment on a change in the distribution channel, focused on the supermarket 

to the detriment of the service sector, home cooking increases, and the ‘bakery’. 



- United States: Warren says that living ‘healthy’ fights covid19, and almonds are in that line. 

Striking what Campos Brothers says, that the Covid19 could help the industry, due to the product 

development that generates significant price drops. 

And, at minute 45, the defaults arrive: Warren (Paramount) comments that the industry is more 

united than in 2015. They do not say anything else. 

Regarding growers, they comment that, at these price levels, according to the UC Davis study, 

50% of growers are not making a profit. 

According to Australia and California, the creation of new plantations will be affected, in Victoria 

(Australia) one of the largest almond producing states no longer licenses production. 

Many questions about the Spanish organic almond, concludes California that even uses the 

Spanish offer for its organic demand. Antonio Pont stresses that his sources tell him about 25 

million pounds produced in California from Organic, but for internal use. Organic production in 

California doesn't seem to be of much interest at the moment. 

They end with some epic message about the industry. 

 


